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COVID 19 COMPATIBLE RANGE ACCESS PROCEDURES 

 

GENERAL: 

1. The underlying principle behind this method is that you arrive at the range, shoot and leave without any 

socialisation in the club/gun rooms or touching many different surfaces, to minimise risks to all attending the range. 

2. It goes without saying that you are all responsible for your own health and should avoid attending Anglo if you feel 

unwell or ‘at risk’ 

3. Shooting will be limited to 3 shooters in the 50m range; lanes 2, 5 & 8 in use as before. 

Shooting will be limited to 5 shooters in the 25m range; lanes 1,3,5,7 & 9 only will be in use 

4. There must always be an AKH on duty (who can shoot or RCO).  A pair of shooters can RO each other 

5. Range slots will need to be booked in advance on line using the FDPC developed booking system accessible via the 

FDPC web site, where instructions can be found for use (password protected to maintain personal security) 

6. All kit brought to the range must stay with the shooter (as club and gun room are for passing through only and 

unavailable for general use) and be placed on their allocated table or the floor i.e. minimal kit on site. 

 

PRECAUTIONS: 

7. Club room/gun room door (red) and club room/corridor doors to be kept open – so that there is no need to disinfect 

them. 

8. Gun room/lobby door and Brown steel front door to be kept shut – for security and noise reduction  

9. Fire escape doors to be kept shut – so we don’t need to disinfect  

10. Shooters to wipe down target faces and tables with disinfected water/spray on completion of shooting 

11. The toilets will remain locked and unavailable for use. 

 

RANGE ACCESS AND SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE:  

12. AKH arrives before range slot starts, gains access but does NOT enable the card entry system.  Turns on lights, 

checks out range, including all the COVID related gear.  Shooters arrive ten minutes before their slot and wait 

outside the range (suggest corridor by toilets) suitably distanced (1m) from each other. 

13. At the appropriate time the range front door is opened by the AKH and shooters enter and proceed directly with 

their kit via the club and gun rooms to their range bay to await further instructions e.g. re targetry. 

14. At range slot start time, AKH locks the brown steel front door – no one else can now enter the range until the start 

of the next slot. 

15. When door is locked, AKH/RCO goes into the range leaving open the red door but closing the gun room/lobby door 

16. Shooting commences under normal rules, but only one shooter per position in order to maintain the social 

distancing rules (This will need to be relaxed in certain cases due to very young shooters etc.) 

17. On completion of shooting, shooters spray/wipe down target faces the AKH/RCO carries out all the normal checks 

and the shooters leave maintaining 1m distancing. AKH/RCO now checks everything clear in the normal way and 

wipes down with disinfected water: 

a. Staple guns  

b. Gun room/lobby door handle 

c. Any other areas that have been obviously touched 

d. Main light switch 
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e. Brown steel door handle inside and out and the keypad 

 

18. Be clear of the range before the start of the next slot.  

 

Following Govt and other advice, these additional procedures also apply ! 

 Face coverings (nose and mouth) must be worn when inside Anglo. 
 The use of gloves when wiping down your shooting area/target is recommended (spray bottles and cloths supplied by 

club and handled by others) 
 If you will be using club guns bring suitable sanitizing material to wipe down the firearm and magazines etc both 

before and after use (avoid cross contamination) 
 You are asked to take your shot targets away from the range with you and dispose of them (avoids need for 

quarantining them on site before handling by others for disposal) 
 The external (car park) door coded lock and internal handle will need wiping down by users when entering and leaving 

Anglo (door normally left open but AKH will need to comply on opening and closing up) 

 

It must be noted that for a club session type event (e.g. Friday evenings) to run 

successfully there will be a need for a dedicated person/s to run the range/s and 

control the shooters re access, cleaning etc. without this no significant shooting will 

be able to take place. 

 

We have a large number of AKH and they will be expected to step up and play their 

part, even if a session is shared between them e.g. shoot early and then run the 

range or vice versa. 

 

Shooting during the week will follow the above principles as well as the ‘normal’ 

rules 

 

The above is subject to change as more information and 

guidance is available. 


